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Recap – March/June Meeting

• Overview of ICARP work streams in March and June
  • → Clearinghouse
  • → Technical Advisory Council

• Discussed priorities going forward in new Administration

• March: Explored concept of an Annual Report to advance our work, purpose & objectives per SB 246

• June: Discussion about structure, content, design, how the report advances the conversation, and commitment to continue scoping it in context of other efforts happening across the state
Annual Report – Goal

• Highlight TAC’s accomplishments and progress to date
• Provide assessment and outline a roadmap of where we are going in California on adaptation, resilience, and integrated climate action; highlight opportunities and needs for further action
• Align with vision and principles, and closely with the TAC’s charge per Senate Bill 246, and our work on Senate Bill 379
Annual Report – Priority Topics and Themes

• Technical assistance
• Land-use purview
• Cross-jurisdictional
• Weave science into annual report
• Highlight emerging challenges for local, regional, state
• Climate equity considerations
• Local planning and implementation
Annual Report – Comments from TAC Members

- Report on what local governments identify as the gaps and risks
- Help others understand importance of this work and next steps
- Frame around land use and long range planning
- Consistent with the charge of the TAC; role in advising OPR
- Consider staff capacity and timeline for adoption
- How will annual report move the needle?
- How best to knit diversity of topics in a succinct, coherent way?
Details & Next Steps

Timing
• Potentially December adoption per discussion at June TAC meeting

Format
• Short, digestible, readable; potentially with a short executive summary

Process and Next Steps
• Two web-based work group meetings (mid and late October)
• ICARP staff to draft & continue to incorporate feedback from March, June, work group meetings
• TAC adopts, delivers to OPR Director given TAC’s role in advising OPR
Questions

From June meeting:

• Are there other topics the Annual Report could explore to advance implementation of adaptation and resilience efforts?
• Other comments on goal, format, priority topics?

Looking forward:

• Suggested topics for web-based work group meetings?
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